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Abstract -- In this paper, a new type of dual output zero 
voltage switched (ZVS) DC/DC converter is proposed. One 
output is dependent on the effective duty ratio and the other is 
largely dependent on the switching frequency. Two completely 
regulated outputs are obtained with only one bridge circuit by 
combining the differciit configurations of secondary output. 
Using ZVS technique, switching loss can be reduced to quite 
low at several hundred kHz. 

1. INTRODIJCTION 

Most of the electronic systems require several regulated 
DC voltages. Thus multi-output pulse width modulated 
(PWM) converters with multi-secondary windings are 
usually used. In multi-output PWM converters, feedback 
control circuit regulates only one output and the others are 
depcndent on the secondary winding turn ratios. In high 
switching frequency, all output voltages are not possible in 
multi-output PWM converter because of the quantized turn 
ratio. Furthermore transient and steady state cross- 
regulations are not good because of leakage inductance, 
winding resistance, diode and switch voltige drops, etc. 

If more than one outputs should be well regulated 
simultaneously, it is necessary to provide post-regulators or 
other methods. Reference [ 11 well explains the post- 
regulation techniques using such as linecar regulator, 
magnetic amplifier and another switching regulator. If 
post-regulator is used, the efficiency of converter, 
complexity, and cost must be sacrificed for full 
performance. 

Dual converter (or double converter) is another approach, 
in which the two outputs can be fully regulated by pulse 
width and pulse frequency control without using additional 
switch.[2-71 This approach is desirable if soft switching is 
possible and if duty ratio is not limited. 

Those who engage in the area of power electronics desire 
to make switching frequency as high as possible because 

numerous benefits can be obtained. However with hard 
switching, high frequency switching is difficult because of 
high switching loss. Thus a lot of works have been directed 
toward to develop soft switching technologies. Resonant 
converters, quasi-resonant converters and partial resonant 
PWM converters 'are good examples. However they have 
cross-regulation problem in multi-output schemes although 
their performance is excellent in mono-output schemes. 

In this paper, a new ZVS converter scheme that 
overcomes cross-regulation problem is proposed. 

11. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CONVERTER 

A. The ZVS-PWM Converter 

The ZVS-PWM converter and its rough waveforms are 
shown in Fig.1 and its operation is well explained in [8- 
121. In phase-shift control, output filter inductor current 
freewheels through primary switch and diode. For ihis 
reason the energy that enables the zero voltage switching 
still remains in resonant inductor at the end of turn-off 
time. After switching transient, the operation of the ZVS- 
PWM converter is similar to the traditional PWM 
converter. Thus the ZVS-PWM converter has the merits of 
both resonant converter and PWM converter simultaneously 
while avoiding their major drawbacks. Switching loss is as 
low as that of the resonant converter while conduction loss 
is a little bit larger than that of the PWM converter. The 
efficiency is still high in several hundred kNz switching 
frequency. 

In the ZVS-PWM converter output volbge is dependent 
on both duty ratio and output resistance. [hider appropriate 
assumption, their relations are given by 
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Fig.1 'Ilie ZVS-PWM converter and its rough waveform 

V, = NDeffVS 

where the duty ratio is D = T,,/T, and the transformer 

tum ratio is N = N , / N ,  . 
B. The ZVS-PFM Converter 

The ZVS-PFM converter and its rough waveforms are 
shown in Fig.1. All of the switches including rectifier 
diodes are switched softly and the reverse recovery 
problems of the diodes are avoided. As a result, switching 
losses become very small with a little bit increase in 
conduction losses.[ 13- 141 

The operation of the ZVS-PFM converter is similar to 
that of the ZVS-PWM converter. The main difference is the 
existence of Lfl. The inductor L, plays a role of L,, 
consequently, the current of L, is similar to that of L, but it 
is quasi-triangular due to the absence of L,, . 
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Fig.2. l i e  ZVS-PFM converter and its rough waveforms 

Although the output voltage is high, Schottky barrier 
diodes can be used as rectifier diodes the because voltage 
stress is limited to the output voltage. Thus conduction 
losses can somewhat be reduced. 

It is easily understandable that the output current is 
directly proportional to the switching frequency and 
dependent on the duty ratio. For this reason the output 
voltage can be controlled by switching frequency if the duty 
ratio is changed within a reasonable range. Under 
appropriate assumption, their relations are 

(3) 

in continuous conduction mode and 
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Fig.3 The proposed coiivrrter aiid its wnvrforiiw siinulnt?d with PSPIC‘E 

C. The Proposed Convei-tel- 

The proposed converter and its waveforms simulated by 
PSPICE are shown in Fig.3. The proposed converter is 
obtained by the superposition of the ZVS-PWM converter 
and ZVS-PFM converter. In spite of superposition, the 
properties of each converter are not changed. Thus the sum 
of the waveforms of Fig.1 and Fig.2 becomes like Fig.3. 
One output is dependent on duty ratio and the other is 
dependent on switching frequency and somewhat duty ratio. 
Using two control variables fully regulated two outputs can 
be obtained with one bridge circuit. 

111. OPERATION OF THE PROPOSED CONVERTER 

As shown in Fig.3, the operation of the proposed 
converter can be divided into symmetrical six modes ( total 
twelve inodes ) if I,, is continuous. In discontinuous case, 
Mode 5 does not exist. The circuits formed in respective 
modes are shown in Fig.4. 

A. Mode 1 [ tO - tl  I 

Mode 1 begins at the time of turning off Q3 and ends 
when Vc:3 is equal to V,. During Mode 1, C, and C3 
resonate with L,, L,, and L,, but the voltzge and current 
waveforms seem to be linear because resonant period is 
sufficiently longer than the switching transient time. Turn- 
off switching loss is very low because drain-source voltage 
of Q3 is low during the turn-off time. 

B. Mode 2 [ tl  - t, I 

During Mode 2, I,, arid I,, freewheel through primary 
switches. If Q1 is turned on at any time during Mode 2, 
turn-on switching loss is zero because V,, of Q, is zero. 

C. Mode 3 [ t ,  - t3 I 

Mode 3 begins at the time of turning off Q, and ends 
when Vc:4 is zero. During Mode 3, C, and C, resonate with 
L, if ILfl > I,,, or with Lr and L, if ILf, < I,,. I,, must be 
sufficiently large in order to guarantee zero voltage turn of 
Q4, then Mode 4 follows. 

D. Mode 4 [ t j  - tq I 

During Mode 4, D, and D, conduct, thus L, regenerates 
energy to source. If I,,, < I,,, L, regenerates energy to 
source, too. By turning off Q4 at any time in Mode 4, turn- 
on loss of Q4 can be made zero. Mode 4 ends at the time 
when ILr becomes zero. 

E. Mod(’ 5 [ t4 - t y  I 

Mode 5 begins at the time when Q1 and Q4 start to 
conduct and ends when I,, is zero. During Mode S, energy 
of L,, regenerates to the other output. 

in discontinuous conduction mode. 
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Fig.4 Mode diagranu of the propased converter 

F. Mode 6 [ ts - t61 

Mode 6 begins at the time when polarity of Im is 
reversed and ends at the time of turning off Q,. During 
Mode 6, the operation is the same as turn-on time of 
traditional PWM converter. During mode 5 and Mode 6, 
the slop of ILr is changed only once when the effective turn- 
on time starts. 

Next six modes are symmetrical to previous six modes. 
Exactly reversed or delayed waveforms are obtained by 
changing Q1 with Q3, Q2 with 44, C, with C,, C2 with C4, 
etc. 

Iv . EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS 

A 150W prototype of the proposed converter is 
implemented on the bread board. Input and output 
specifications are as follows: 

Input : 300V 
Output : SV 15A ( 75W ) 

1SV 5A ( 75W ). 
Components used in the experiment are as follows: 

C, - C4 : internal capacitor, 50pF each 
Q1- Q4 : IRF730 ( SAMSUNG ) 

D11,DlZ : D83-004 
DZ1- D24 : CTB-24 
Transformer : PC40, PQ2620,30: 1 :4 
L, : 47pH, PC40, PQ2016 
Lfl : 2pH, PC30, PQ2016 

: 4p H, PC40. PQ2016 
Using conventional P W M  controller ( UC382S ), PWM- 

FM phase shift controller is implemented. It is easy to 
assemble a gate driver using isolation transformer because 
duty ratio is almost 50%. 

The switch voltage and inductor currents are shown in 
FigS. The experimental results are in good agreement with 
the simulation results of Fig.3. 

Transient response of the proposed converter and the 
traditional PWM converter are compared in Fig.6. The 
output voltages of the traditional PWM converter are 5V 
and 24V. The oscillograms show the changes of the output 
voltages when the PWM load or feedback controlled load 
changes in between 33% and 100%. The oscillograms show 
that the cross-regulation of the proposed converter is 
excellent even in transient interval. 

Steady state cross-regulation property of the proposed 
converter and the traditional PWM converter is compared 
in Fig.7. Even if the PWM load is changed, PFM output 
voltage is maintained constant, which is desirable property. 
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Fig5 Voltage and current wavefornlv of the proposed converter 
upper : PWM-full load, PFM-half load 
lower : PWM-full load, PFM-full load 

CH.2 1, 2A/div. 
CII.3 I,,, 10A/div. 
CH.4 1, lOA/div. 

CH.1 VDSJ 2OOV/dlV. 

The conversion efficiency without considering control 
power is shown in Fig.8. This figure shows the efficiency is 
between 87.6% and 90.35% for all of the cases. The 
maximum efficiency is obtained at the minimum PWM 
load and half PFM load. By using schottky barrier diodes as 
PFM rectifier diodes, the conversion efficiency increases 
about 3% more. 

The switching frequency variation with load change is 
shown in Fig.9. It shows that the switching frequency is 
almost directly proportional to PFM load. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A new type of dual output ZVS DC/DC converter is 
proposed. Two output voltages can be completely regulated 
without adding additional circuits. The cross-regulation of 

Fig.6 Transient response of the traditional PWM converter 
and the proposed converter. 

upper : the traditional PWM converter (SV and 24V output) 
CH.1 V,, lV/div. without control 
CH.2 V,, lOoiiiV/div. with control 
CH.3 I,, lOA/div. 

CH.1 V,,, 20mV/div. 
CH.2 VOPWM lOoiiiV/div. 
CH.3 IoPw, 10A/div. 

lower : the proposed converter 

the proposed converter is excellent in both transient and 
steady sute. Switching loss is also low because the switches 
operate under ZVS condition. As a result, high-efficiency, 
high-frequency dual converter is realized. The operation 
and perforinancc are verified by PSPICE simulation and 
experiments. 
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Fig.7 Steady state cross-regulation property. 
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lower : the proposed converter 
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Fig.8 Conversion efficiency of the proposed converter. 
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